Data analysis exercises and answers

1 What do cognitive linguists study?
2 Key commitments and research methods
3 Foundations of experience I: space
4 Foundations of experience II: time
5 Language in use I: knowledge of language
6 Language in use II: language change, and acquisition
7 Key topics in language science: formal versus cognitive linguistics
8 What is a cognitive linguistics approach to conceptual structure?
9 Image schemas and the origin of concepts
10 Cognitive Semantics
11 Categorisation and idealised cognitive models
12 Conceptual metaphor theory
13 Primary metaphors and conceptual metonymy
14 What is a cognitive linguistics approach to semantic structure?
15 The encyclopaedic approach to semantic structure I: overview
16 The encyclopaedic approach to semantic structure II: two theories
17 Network approaches to semantic structure
18 Access Semantics and meaning construction
19 Mental spaces and discourse meaning
   Model answers for Exercise 19
20 Conceptual blending and semantic creativity
   Model answers for Exercise 20
21 What is a cognitive linguistics approach to grammar?
22 Cognitive Grammar I: lexical classes
23 Cognitive Grammar II: constructions
24 Cognitive Grammar III: the verb string
25 Construction Grammar I: accounting for irregularity in grammar
26 Construction Grammar II: accounting for generalisations in grammar
27  The evolution of grammar
28  Language, society and discourse
29  Text, narrative and literature
30  Gesture and sign language